Birth Trauma Research

Rapid Release of Trauma
Research with QXCI Presented by: Sacred Birthing Foundation
Birth Trauma Methodology

- Weekend Workshops
  - 1st day subspace work focused on trauma at birth
  - 2nd day subspace work focused on conception & forgiveness
- Real time QX Measurement and Treatment with the workshop over two days with two QX systems
- Group Treatment during the workshop
  - Individual measurement pre and post.
  - Pre & post measurement on group, representing a collective energy, each day
    - Christchurch, Adelaide & Melbourne
  - Pre & post measurement – individuals at the beginning and end of workshop
- A total of 18 tests on 77 quantitatively measurable variables and 3 panels of qualitative observable variables
  - A total of over 3500 keyboard entries
QX Group Protocol – First Day

- Orgone field generator with an extensive prayer to ask for assistance and clearance from the Divine
- Tri-vector, Auto Varhope, Auto Frequency to stimulate electrical systems
- Disease Dictionary with added therapies with highest main matrix reactive items into “Add Therapy” button using nosodes, isodes, allersodes, symptoms and constitutional for nutrition.
  - Super conscious selection of the treated areas
  - Vaccination, Shock, nutritional disturbances, spinal, toxicity, learning disability, pertussis, prineal disease
QX Group Protocol – First Day

- Therapy with 66.7 Rife, 10k Scalar & Primary Disease:
  - Birth trauma, Heart shock, Lymph stagnation, Allopathic drug overdose,
  - Toxicity kidney liver spleen pancreas, Blood brain barrier dysfunction,
  - Adrenal lymph exhaustion, Hypovolemic anaphylactic umbilical
  - Respiratory shock, Induction anesthetic drug toxicity, Poor breastfeeding
  - Coordination digestion bonding speech memory, Neural overload shock,
  - Apnea, Brain necrosis concussion contusion, Crossed eyes, Heart pressure
  - Cardiac nerve destruction, Dissociated from body, Blood liver flukes, Brain
  - Face skull tissue dura neck spine teeth pallet eyes nerves forceps
  - Damage, Pituitary brain coherence, Brain hemisphere imbalance, Occipital
  - Frontal lobe brain damage, Autism, Addiction, Superimposition, Vitamin
  - Mineral deficiency, inability to focus

6 times 30 mins.
QX Protocols – First Day

- **Therapy: Organ Relation**

- **Therapy: Emotional Blockage**
QX Group Protocol – First Day

- Invert Selected Birth Trauma items
  - Bupivscain – Epidural Anesthetic
  - Anaphalactic & Hypovolemic Shock
  - Ether & Morphone
- Invert list of Sin Allopathics
- Brain Trauma Protocol
  - Delta, Immature, Theat with area(s) above Normal
  - Treat Yellow box as it shows
  - Theta with General Asymmetry
  - Delta with Deep Brain
  - Alpha with Cerebellar
  - Keep doing until Normal is bigger than all other waves
QX Group Protocol – First Day

- Biofeedback w/piggyback as time allows. Always check unconscious choice for priority – top 2-3
  - Baby skull, Stimulate Oxygen, Shock, Brain, Endocrine, Adrenal & Immune Stim, Throat, Attention Deficit, ADD, Autism, Eyes, Lungs
  - Liver, Female, Pancreas, Spleen, Release Karmic Bonds, Adjust Cranial bones, Endocrine system, Reduce Spinal Stress
  - Release 2nd Brain wave, release spiritual attack
QX Group Protocol – First Day

- **NLP**
  - Unconscious Reactivity – Treat all Physical, Emotional, Perverse Energy and Gestation trauma.
    - Note where groups trauma: Drugs, parents, lack of love, abandonment, not getting needs met, fear & panic
  - Mental & Emotional – Balance Love index, top/bottom emotional & neurotransmitter balance, Neural net stabilization & stimulation
  - Dissipate Karma, Higher Purpose alignment, Unconscious Choice, Stim Insight, Open Mind Therapy, Ascension Stim

- **Timed Therapy – Original Sarcodes**
  - Skin, Bone, Lymph, Kidney, Pancreas, Thyroid, Heart, other unconscious choice of therapy
  - Piggyback all main matrix items taken from disease dictionary

- **Timed Therapy**
  - Degeneration, Auto Neurological Repair, Recommended and Feel Good Therapy
QX Group Protocol – First Day

- SuperConscious Reduction Panel
  - Clear Conception, neonatal & birth
  - Trauma, homotox for allopathic suppression
  - Detox allopathic drugs

- Short Sarcodes
  - TMJ, digestion

- Long Term Therapies with piggyback flower and Bach essences

- Biofeedback for Spiritual Oppression and Dispel 2nd Brain Wave

- Ask Archangel Michael and his legions to return all hitch-hikers & other entities to Source on the count of three

- Qualitative Measurements: Survival Awareness Form-NLP; Emotional and Biological Flow-NLP
QX Group Protocol – Second Day

- Repeat first day Orgone Field prayer, Disease Dictionary, NLP, Unconscious Therapy and Therapy Protocols
- Repeat Qualitative Treatments: Survival Awareness, Emotional & Biological Flow
- Time Space Travel to Conception
  - Change Forgiveness of Self, Parents & God
- Auto Zap Miasms, Vaccines
- NLP Brain Scan
  - Medulla, whole brain stem, Hypothalamus, Pons, Corpus Collosum, All
- Repeat EEG, ECG Brain Wave treatment
QX Group Protocol – Second Day

- Biofeedback additions
  - Unconscious Interaction, Reprogram Karma, WBC Immunity, Endocrine

- Timed Therapy
  - Injured Tissue Repair, Feel Good

- Biofeedback – Another Round
  - Restore Myelin to Nerves, Heart, Release Karmic Bonds

- Sports therapy
  - Select Whole Organ Health balance after checking all red hormones, setting time-start

- Spinal – Lymph
  - Set 3 minutes, rectify, takes 5-6 times easy
  - Tick emotional pain, electro chelation
QX Group Protocol – Second Day

- **Body Scan**
  - Note large chakra’s, usually well balanced after two days of treatments along with an large box with a red circle in the middle – spirit helpers present
  - Go skin – Divine Light for 15-30 minutes depending upon the time available

- **QX at workshop location**
  - Cardiac & spinal nerves
  - Stem cells, dark field
  - White Blood Cells, Leukemia
Research Results - Quantitative

- **Strong Indicators of Change**
  - **Personal Evolution – Survival Awareness**
    - Workshops cleared 98% of entries
    - Individuals cleared 87% of entries
  - **Unconscious Reactivity**
    - Both individuals and workshop cleared an average of 5 trauma, emotional, perverse energy areas.
  - **Sarcodes – Endocrine System – Top 3**
    - Workshops decreased reactivity by 25% on average
    - Individuals decreased reactivity by 20% on average
  - **Sarcodes – Chakra’s – Top 2**
    - Workshops reduced reactivity by 30% on average
    - Individuals reduced reactivity by 16% on average
Research Results - Quantitative

- Strong Indicators of change, cont.
  - NLP – Top 3 emotions
    - Workshops decreased reactivity 40% on average
    - Individuals decreased reactivity 30% on average
  - Risk Profile – Top 4 categories
    - Workshops & individuals reduced reactivity 10% on average
  - Harmonics
    - Both the workshop and individual post evaluations showed improvement in the harmonics as measured during calibration (+1370 to 1630)
  - Ratio’s of Love-Frustration
    - The workshop shifted positively with a 19% increase in Love over frustration while individuals went unchanged
Research Results - Quantitative

- Mixed VARHOPE Results
  - Scores in both measurements against the total population were not impacted.
  - With one exception, average resonant frequency over the individual tests did increase by 7918.

- Neurotransmitters/Amino acids were varied in response
  - **Pain assistance** - Endorphins - *lessened* in the **overall group** by 29% but the need *increased* for **individuals** by 18%.
  - **Emotional assistance** - Dopamine - *increased* in both measurements by 22% for the workshop and 16% for individuals. Tyrosine also *increased* in the overall workshop by 35%, unchanged for individuals.
  - The need for **Love & Bonding** - Oxytocin - *increased* in the **overall workshop** by 27% but *decreased slightly* by 7% for **individual** responses
Research Results - Quantitative

- Neurotransmitters/Amino acids were varied in response
  - The need for **Joy and happiness** inducement, as indicated by **Seratonin**, decreased in both segments. Total workshop went down 19% and individual results were down 35%.
  - **Cortisol** needs were unchanged in both groups.
  - **Iso-Leucine for alertness** and AD/HD remained unchanged.
  - Need for **Taurine, heart support**, increased for the workshop by 27% but decreased for individuals by 9%.
  - **Tryptophan for relaxation** decreased in the overall group by 11% and remained unchanged for individuals.
  - An exact opposite result for **Glutamine** that **calms the mind**. The workshop needs increased (16%) while individuals were largely unchanged (1%)
Research Results - Quantitative

- Trauma Indicators with the need for frequencies that heal trauma showed varied results
  - Fistula reactivity, incomplete birth closures, went down 4% and 6% for respective workshop and individuals
  - Reactivity of the epidural Bupivscain shifted down for the overall group by -20% and increased by 6% in for individuals.
  - Ether reactivity shifted by both groups by 14% for overall and 1% for individuals.
  - Morphine reactivity increased for both groups by 7% and 8% for total workshop and individuals, respectively.
Trauma Indicators with the need for frequencies that heal trauma showed varied reactivity results

- Anaphalactic Shock went down by 11% for the group and up by 7% for individuals.
- Hypovolemic shock went up for the group by 7% and down for the individuals by 4%.
- Injury went up for over both segments, 13% and 11% respectively.
- Africum Flower, inability to recognize past trauma, went up by 3% and 12% respectively.
- Awapuhi Melemele, release buried memories, went down for the group and up for the individuals, -26% and 7% respectively.
Miasms were varied, however, they were valuable directional indicators of significant shifts:

- Psora went down for both groups (-12%, -5%) indicating the need for struggle in life was lessened.
- Sycois went down for both groups (-8%, -6%) indicating that fear lessened and attention and mental capability increased.
- TB went down for both groups (-7%, -10%) indicating that people could loosen up their breathing and feel more un-encumbered as well as calmer.
- Vaccination went down (-18%) for the workshop and remained the same for individuals suggesting that the clearing of vaccinations was quite successful on individuals not in our sample.
Research Results - Quantitative

- Brain Wave indicators showed much total all workshop improvement on a majority of indicators:
  - Attention Deficit was hugely impacted with a 84% decrease
  - Local Slow Waves improved by 70%
  - Epileptic improved by 25%
  - Deep Brain and General Asymmetry improved by 23% and 14%, respectively
  - Injury improved by 4%
  - Theta waves improved by 25% as an indicator of the shift in consciousness during the workshop, while worry indicated by Beta waves went down 7%.

- Stress went up by 10% indicating that bringing these deeply held memories to the surface challenged all participants

Percentage calculated on ratio's e.g. Injury divided by Normal
Research Results - Qualitatively

- Questionnaires from all workshops have not been received and compiled at this time. Yet, testimonial emails from participants report:
  - Profound understanding of their life
  - Acceptance of why they came into the body in view of the difficulties that they had experienced in life
  - Deep peace from the new revelations
  - Forgiveness of self and parents releasing life long resistance
  - A deeper spiritual awareness of life and the non-physical forces that are available to help them